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1. SITUATIONAL UPDATE
a. Significant Events -‐ Last 12 Hours

i. ND -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR
1. Operation led by to remove equipment (13 Pieces)

from HDD drill site. All equipment was successfully recovered and
relocated to Mandan yard.

2. Flyover and photos of HDD drill site
3. 19 protestors arrested at Pilot Mound protests
4. At least 2 protestors locked/cuffed themselves to construction

equipment
5. 10 masked protestors spotted near Hwy 94 (mile marker 106.5) protest

earlier in the day
6. Protests at Access Road 90 and 96

a. Approximately 50 protestors total
b. Approximately 7 protestor vehicles
c. 22 Arrests
d. Equipment TI to be completed

ii. IA -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR
1. Protests in Mason City and Des Moines. Considered to be more of a

fundraiser rather than protest according to the 2 Silverton PAX in
attendance.

                              2. Des Moines, IA Protest-‐ 2 Silverton pax gathered intelligence on future
protests, to include pow wows at the Meskwaki settlement. 40
personnel were estimated to have attended.

3. Nauvoo, IL Protest-‐ 2 Silverton pax gathered intelligence from a
gathering at arrest stop near where the pipeline crosses the Mississippi.
Approximately 20 personnel attended with no meaningful intelligence
gathered.Des Moines, IA Protest-‐ 2 Silverton pax gathered intelligence on
future protests, to include pow wows at the Meskwaki settlement. 40
personnel were estimated to have attended.

iii. Il -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR
iv. TX – Ops/Intel

1. Protest outside ETP Office. 30-‐35 protestors attended
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b. Anticipated Significant Events -‐ Next 12 Hours
i. ND -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR

 Steady state operations will continue in unaffected North Pipeline areas
outside the 20 mile hold.

2. Continuing operations support for static security operation

ii. IA -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR
1. Protest planned at amphitheater in downtown Des Moines at 1000hrSeptember

14th. Location is secluded and out of site from any major traffic. A march is planned
from the amphitheater to the county courthouse to submit anti-‐DAPL petition with
roughly 30,000 signatures. Silverton personnel will not participate directly and will
maintain an observational role.

iii. Il -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion CTR
iv. TX -‐ Ops/Intel Fusion

c. Intelligence Update
i. Twitter feed: #NoDAPL
ii. Video: Protestor speech while locked to equipment
iii. Standing Rock Sioux Tribe (SRST) Facebook page

1. Posted today for their press release, and new “Call to Action” with
updated number of tribes, cities and organizations supporting their
cause.

iv. SRST Press Release in response to Kelcy Warren’s (ETP CEO) statement
v. Desmog article, “Security Firm Guarding Dakota Access Pipeline Also Used

Psychological Warfare Tactics for BP”
1. So what? Clearly both protestors and journalists are trying their

best to identify the individual private security firms that are
employed for this project (see last paragraph “Spies for Hire”
Under Investigation).

vi. Bakken Pipeline Resistance Facebook page
1. Posted the Desmog article (above) and Little Village article detailing

today’s protests arrests
vii. ND -‐ ND -‐ Silver KIA Sol is a vehicle of interest to LEO this vehicle is carrying the

personnel who are primarily responsible for training in protest and resistance
training.

1. 
d. Operations Update

i. IA
1. Meeting held today with the head of Per Mar security. Logistics were
finalized to hire a minimum of 50 personnel to be implemented
immediately for pipeline security. Additional personnel may be hired to
replace existing personnel failing to meet the standard.

ii. ND
a. Continue coord with local LEJOC (Law Enforcement Joint Operational Center)
b. Coord Meeting Work Call for ongoing operations scheduled for 14 Sep with

.                             
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iii. IL
1. NSTR

iv. TX
1. Created separate Situations in platform to organize General Intel for

North Dakota and Iowa (ND General Intel and IA General Intel)

e. Scheduled Internal Briefings
i. 

f. Scheduled Internal Meetings
i. 

g. Scheduled Visitors
i. ND -‐

1. BCI unk in the AM to collect evidence
2. ND – coming here to assist in tech set up

2. PUBLIC RELATIONS
a. Social Media Updates.

1. 3 Reputation Initiatives (9-9 to current) 

1.    Contacting news media (print, tv, social) and correct facts in stories.   

2.    Sponsor social media narratives #dapl 

3.    Reply to social media narratives with facts #dapl #nodapl 

We are sponsoring the following social media and news narratives.  

1.   Pipeline is being built on private land and 1092 feet of federal land 

2.   Pipeline is not being built on Native American land/ reservation 

3.   Only 1092 feet go under Lake Ohae. 

4.   Protestors are focused on land that has an existing pipeline corridor built in 1982 

Social Media Engagement - By the Numbers 9/10 - 9/12 

Audience Impressions  
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Twitter 14,697,261  

Twitter Sponsored - NA  

Facebook Organic 42,638 

Facebook Sponsored 138,743  

Google Communities 1,846,338 

Pinterest - 15,763 

Example of Social Media 

Fact: 1,172 mile Dakota pipeline traverses 4 states. Pipe is on private, not native  

American land #DAPL  

Fact:  99.98% of pipe is located on private land &1094 feet located under fed prop at Lake 
Oahe.   #DAPL 

Fact: 1,172 mile Dakota pipeline in 4 states. Pipe is on all private land not native American land 
 #DAPL  

Fact: entire land portion protestors focused on is adjacent to an existing pipeline corridor built in 
1982  #DAPL  

 

 

North Dakota Pipeline Facts: 

The vast majority of the 1,172 mile Dakota Access pipeline traverses private property in four 
states. 

•        The land where the pipe crosses is all private and not Native American land.    

•        Private landowners who pay taxes on the land, enjoy and use their land for farming, 
ranching, recreational or other uses are not violating treaties with the Native American 
community.  The project does not cross land on the tribe’s reservation.  

•        100 percent of the landowners in North Dakota have agreed to construction on their 
property.  96 percent of landowners across the entire route have voluntarily signed easements. 

•        99.98 percent of the pipe is located on private land & 1094 feet is located under federal 
property associated with Lake Oahe.   #DAPL 

Example:  

Accuracy Fact Check on #DAPL News Stories.  
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Is the Pipeline being built on Native American land as being reported on social media and the 
news outlets? 

Here's researched facts. 

Nearly the entire Dakota Access route in North Dakota - and the entire portion the protestors are 
focused on – is located immediately adjacent to an existing pipeline corridor built in 1982.  • The 
route also parallels a high voltage electric transmission line.  • The land has been surveyed, 
scouted, and turned over - at least twice before - over the past several decades. The route was 
selected to ensure no disruption to cultural artifacts since the soil has previously been excavated 
for construction and maintenance. • Additionally, the pipeline crossing under Lake Oahe is 90 
feet to 115 feet below the mud line of the lake and river in soils that date back 55 to 60 million 
years ago. This predates humans, and any occupation of humans at the river, eliminating the 
potential for any Native American scared sites to occur. 

The vast majority of the 1,172 mile Dakota Access pipeline traverses private property in four 
states. 

• The land where the pipe crosses is all private and not subject to Native American control, 
taxation or fee ownership.  

• Private landowners who pay taxes on the land, enjoy and use their land for farming, ranching, 
recreational or other uses are not violating treaties with the Native American community. The 
project does not cross land on the tribe’s reservation.  

• 100 percent of the landowners in North Dakota have agreed to construction on their property. 96 
percent of landowners across the entire route have voluntarily signed easements. 

• 99.98 percent of the pipe is located on private land and only 1,094 feet is located 
under federal property associated with Lake Oahe.

3. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
a. Personnel Status

i. Planned Leadership Travel
1. trip to Dallas cancelled

ii. Arriving Project Personnel
1. (Intel Analyst) arriving in Houston Friday (9/16)

iii. Departing Project Personnel
iv. IA will arrive at 0730 on September 14th to take over as ops

manager.

b. Medical
i. NSTR
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4. PROJECT COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
a. ND
b. IA
c. IL
d. TX

5. PROJECT LOGISTICS
a. Requirements

1. IA Des Moines, IA – VOIP phones expected to be delivered tomorrow, September

6. TSI PROGRAMMANAGERS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
a. ND – Excellent comments from lead LEOs today regarding planning and communication from our 

personnel. Having the LNO in the JOC (LEO) has been a huge improvement. 
b. Relocated the OPS/INTEL Fusion cell to Mandan Municipal Airport 




